V ERSIO N B A S S E M B LY
IN ST RU CT ION S
ASSEMBLING YOUR UNITS
On your packing list, next to your cage size, it indicates what version
cage you have and how many sections it consists of. If you have
assembly version B, you need to follow these instructions.

About Version B Cages

CCC
(Plastic)

Cages that are version B consist of 2 or more separate sections. Each
section is assembled like an individual cage and the two sections are
joined by part CCE. The adjoining sides will have no panels so that the
two or more sections form one large cage. This makes our enclosures
extremely functional for 3 reasons:
•

If you ordered a very large cage, it is easy to assemble one
section at a time.

•

If you have a 2 section cage and wish to create 2 separate
cages, all you need to do is take out part CCE and insert a side
panel in each section.

•

Any cage can be expanded by taking out a side panel and
joining another cage to it.

Assembling Version B Cages
Enclosed with your order you should see assembly instructions that
say version A. Version A instructions are for assembling a one section
cage. Follow the version A instructions to build each section of your
version B cage. Keep in mind that each section will be missing one
side panel in a two section cage. If you have more than 2 sections, the
middle units will not have any side panels. Make sure you install the
right side panel on one end unit section and the left side panel on the
other end unit section so that you can adjoin the two or more sections
in the center when you are done.
Once you have the sections built, connect them using part CCE as
shown in the illustrations to the right. This part should snap into the
33C aluminum frame members firmly. If for some reason it needs to be
removed, it can be carefully pried out with a flat head screw driver.

Completed 2 Section Cage

The illustrations immediately above have missing panels to
allow the viewer to see how part CCE is inserted.

Completed 3 Section Cage
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